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A beautifully made piece of machine age art that can sound downright spectacular in the right 
application. 
Once upon a time there was a little mouse with very big ears… 
Baltic Latvian Universal Electronics (BLUE) began as a rebuilder of classic microphones, 
reconstructing capsules and renewing the aged electronics of vintage U-47s, M-25s, and the like. 
Working with a group of precision machinists in Latvia (the original home of the Minox camera, 
beloved of several generation of spies), they began building capsules, microphone bodies, and 
electronics in the tradition of the greats. 
Then BLUE moved away from the reconstructions business and started introducing actual mics, 
and the Mouse is their latest model. It's a cardioid pattern condenser microphone, with a 
swiveling capsule and solid-state transformer-coupled electronics. 

FIT AND FINISH 
To put it simply, the manufacturing quality on the Mouse is the best I've seen in 30 years. Have 
you ever played with a Leica range finder camera from the early 1960s? That's how well this mic 
is build — the machining and polishing are almost sensuously perfect, the stand connectors 
thread flawlessly, and the swiveling head moves as smoothly as butter. (I'm told the mechanics at 
BLUE even make their own screws.) 
Precision like this isn't just for looks. To make a high performance microphone capsule, it must 
be machined to aerospace tolerances. Having learned to do this repeatably, it seems BLUE's 
factory couldn't stop, but applied same level of precision to every piece. 
The Mouse is build like, well, like a pipe bomb. In opening it up, the screws were set so tightly 
in their holes that I darn near gave myself a blister trying to get them out, and decided it was time 
I joined the steamfitter's union. This microphone's body is build from a chunk of solid steel pipe 
that could do serious damage if it landed on your foot. 
The amplifier uses three transistors tone (a dual unit), and the passive components are of high 
quality — polypropylene coupling capacitors, audiophile-grade metal film resistors, and a 
sizeable transformer. (Like cubic inches in an automobile motor, there's no substitute for iron in a 
transformer). It's not as heavily shielded as some I've seen; probably the steel pipe provides all 
the shielding necessary. The XLR output connector is gold-plated, as it should be. 
The capsule is machined from solid metal with a diameter of 34mm, and again the level of 
finishing is superb. Unusually, the mic has no pad or bass rolloff switch. According to pieces the 
Mouse will accept up to 133dB SPL before clipping, which seems adequate for most uses. (On 
many microphones, switching on the pad raises the audible distortion significantly, so I suspect 
BLUE made a good choice here.) And as we'll see, proximity effect may not be an issue. 

FIRST TRYOUT
The mic I reviewed was a prototype rather that a production unit. In fact, it was the prototype; for 
a few weeks I had the only one in the world. Normally we try to review actual production units, 
but deadlines were pressing and the folks from BLUE assured me that the only major changes 



planned would be cosmetic. One of these, of which I strongly approve, will be to designate the 
front and back of the capsule by gold and silver colored screens. Another is a stop so the capsule 
can't swing around. [We received an early production model, serial number 7(!), just before 
shooting this month's cover. Our cover photo shows the prototype in front of the computer, and 
#7 above it. MM] 
As usual, for a first shot I compared the Mouse to my standard Shure SM81. No, of course 
they're not comparable (the Mouse lists for six times the price of Shure), but the SM81 is a 
microphone most people have used and whose sound many people know well. It's a more than 
decent mic in its own right (I use it often), and its flat response provides a good benchmark for 
describing the sound of a new mic under test. 
The Mouse's output was a good 11dB hotter than the SM81's, which wasn't puny. This is well 
above average sensitivity, and should mean preamp noise won't be an issue for most users. (You 
might have to watch for input stage overload, through — this Mouse really does roar.) 
Low frequency shock sensitivity was about the same as the SM81's on the meter, but the sound 
was quite different; the thuds from the mic stand were much lower in pitch and duller sounding. 
High frequency shock sensitivity, on the other hand, was 10–15dB better than the SM81's. When 
the mic was tapped hard, one could hear a distinct ringing at about 350Hz (F above middle C), 
but this was at a very low level. 
Overall, the shock resistance was better than average — but I'd still keep this microphone in a 
elastic shock mount whenever possible. And indeed, it turns out the production units will have 
full shock mounting incorporated into the swivel head. 
Rotating the capsule produced a good deal of low frequency noise — not that you'd do that 
during a take, of course. 
Up close, the bass response was similar to that of the SM81 with its gentle rolloff switch 
engaged, yet the distant response of the mic doesn't sound rolled off. To put it differently, the 
proximity effect seemed less than on comparable cardioid microphones, an effect I've observed 
on other large diaphragm units, notably the Neumann U87, This is good; it means then bass 
response shouldn't change drastically at varying distances. 
Listening 90' off-axis, the amount of rejection was similar to that of the SM81, but the frequency 
responses were very different. The SM81 just got softer and dimmer sounding, but while the 
Mouse's midrange went down about as much, the bass went down a bit less and treble remained 
almost as loud. This behavior is normal for a large-diaphragm. 
Playing into the rear of the mics, the SM81 was very thin sounding — while the Mouse's sound 
was peakier. Again, this goes with the territory; you'll have to watch out for leakage with this 
microphone, as you would with any large-diaphragm unit. 

LISTEN UP
While I conducted my usual comparison with the SM81, I also wanted to compare the Mouse 
with something closer to its social class, so I hauled out the Groove Tubes 6tm, a tube mic that 
sold for $1,300 (before Alesis took over Groove Tubes mics). Brad Sarno of Subterranean 
Sounds was nice enough to lend the use of his studio, and we invited some ukis to try the mics 
out. As sound sources, we used a drum kit with some really cool old cymbals, voices from me 



and Kevin Bilchik, and my Martin 00-18. In honor of the lovely "machine age" elements in the 
mic's design, we added a National Steel Tricone guitar, ca. 1931. 
These comparisons were done using a custom tubed mic preamp, running into Brad's Mark of the 
Unicorn 20-bit A/D converter (in their 2408 system). At home I also did straight 16-bit 
comparisons to the SM81 using the custom solid-state preamp described in these pages last year. 
I started listening to my own voice. Caruso I ain't, but I know what it sound like through a lot of 
microphones. The 6tm reference microphone sounded slightly bright with a bit of extra sibilance, 
but clean and free of "hash" at the top. Clean as it was, though, the Mouse was cleaner, especially 
at the bottom. The Mouse's frequency response was a bit brighter, with more emphasis in the 
upper mids. The sound was distinctly solid-state, but the best of solid-state — great clarity, with 
no softening of the edges. It was bright, but despite my oft-stated bias toward more neutral 
microphones, I liked it. 
I'm a low tenor, how would it sound on a baritone? Kevin's voice sounded much more forward 
and present than usual; I realized I was hearing the classic sound of a Memphis soul record ca. 
1967. That sound was most compelling and suited his delivery to a T. if I were recording Kevin I 
think I'd try this mic first. 
The results on the drum kit were more equivocal. On cymbals, toms, and snares, the Mouse had 
less body than the reference microphone; the sizzle of the cymbals seemed to overwhelm their 
metallic clang, and the visceral impact of the drums was lessened. It did better on kick, but most 
people would probably use a dynamic mic there anyway to get some compression for punch. 
The National kicked butt on the Mouse. It was very, very clean, and the slightly forward quality 
gave the sound a lively, in-your-face character that suited it well. It did sound somewhat more 
electric/metallic than the reference mic, more like the new generation National Tricones than the 
mellower in the real world. So it wasn't quite as neutral — but it cut through. 
What about the Martin guitar? Strummed with a flat pick, it seemed to have less body with the 
Mouse than with the 6tm, although the sound was still good. There was significantly more pick 
noise, which I found distracting. 
I was ready to give the Mouse a B-minus on guitar, until I listened to my later recording at home. 
The first try had been at my standard distance for recording this guitar, 8". Following a 
conversation with Skipper Wise of BLUE, in which he indicated that the Mouse has more 
"reach" than most microphones, I decided to try the mic at 12" instead. 
Jackpot! It was as if the guitar shifted into focus. The pick noise was no longer excessive or 
annoying, the body returned and the tonal balance was just right. In fact, this guitar has seldom 
sounded better — certainly not on solid-state gear. 
Perhaps the secret of the Mouse, at least as an instrument mic, is to give it some air. Don't crowd 
it. If the room allows, let the sound develop and swap around a bit. More than most, this mic has 
its own way of working and you'll need to experiment a bit to get the best out of it. 
I had a few opportunities to use the Mouse during live gigs. It didn't work well on a single violin 
— a bit too thin sounding — but it positively shone on mandolin. There, the Mouse displayed a 
curious behavior that I've only seen in a few mics over the years. Even when the instrument was 
low in the mix, it stood out and grabbed your attention; you noticed the beauty of the sound and 
the intensity of the playing. (It didn't hurt that the player was one of the best in town.) And while 
there was no chance to do remarkably well at a live gig on that most problematic of percussion 



instruments, the dumbek. 
Thanks, by the way, to all my ukis: Kevin Bilchik, Pam Carson, Liam Christly, Paul Ovaitt, and 
Mic Weber. And Thanks again to Brand Sarno for the space. 

NON-FLATTED 
The BLUE Mouse is one hell of a fine microphone. Is it for you? That depends on your 
application — horses for courses, as always. This is emphatically not a flat, neutral, uncolored 
mic. It isn't supposed to be; the folks at BLUE are upfront about that. In their words, "The sonic 
design of our microphones was created by what we term TPO, or The Popular Opinion — the 
consensus of expert engineers and discriminating musicians of the type of sound that is needed in 
the recording process today." 
That opens up more philosophical questions than we have room to deal with here; my take on the 
quote is that they were after the sound that has proved enduringly useful over five decades or so 
of pop music recording. This is the bright, forward sound typical of classic large diaphragm mics 
like the Neumann U47, Telefunken M49, and AKG C-12, that have served pop artists from 
Sinatra through the Beatles right up to the present era. It's a sound that cuts through a mix, 
making a vocalist (or sometimes an instrument) jump out of the speakers and grab your attention. 
It ain't natural, maybe, but it sure is fun, and it's sold billions of records. 
So if you mostly record acoustic folk or classical music and want a natural, uncolored sound, the 
Mouse probably won't be your slice of cheese — although that recording of my little Martin 
makes me wonder. But if you sing the blues, or soul, or rap, or rock, or country, or any of the 
multitude of micro style that constitute popular music today, you really owe yourself a listen to 
this microphone. The price is not trivial — two grand is a lot to spend for a microphone — but 
it's a lot less than the vintage mics are bringing these days. 
Finally, there's one more reason you should try the Mouse. Just once, you should hold in your 
hands something can craft. The industrial age hasn't produced many of these — Leica cameras, 
Ampex reel-to-reels, and the steam engine on (working) display at London's Science Museum 
come to mind. The Mouse belongs in that company; it's a work of machine age art masquerading 
as a microphone. Lend it your ears.


